
  



 



 

 





  

 



       

  





     

 
 
 
Hunt ID: WY-ElkMDeerBBearMooseBisonSheepWolf-AN2MOR-U4O-U2CEBR 

Welcome to the prettiest valley in the nation, we call it that; you probably say that about where you live. 

We wake up right in the middle of Yellow Stone National Park and the great Tetons bring the sky down 

where you can touch it every morning. There is a reason we are here every morning, we live here and 



wouldn’t change it for the world. The game rich area has large parka, quality and protected habitat and 

a high concentration of game animals enjoying them. 

This is where we come in. We enjoy pursuing this concentration of game animals that enjoy this 

protected habitat. There are many reasons for them averaging larger in body weight and antler score 

that is very consistent in the quality and quantity of the animals that we take. A wide variety of not only 

“ where the deer and the antelope play”, but also Elk, Black Bear, Moose, Bison,  Wolves and even the 

giant Big horn Sheep. 

We are a premier Wyoming big game outfitter with our hunting areas bordering more of the Grand 

Teton National Park than other outfitters. We offer a wide range of hunting opportunities for various 

game animals to make your hunt of a lifetime a reality, with owners and guides with decades of 

experience. The Traditional Rocky Mountain Elk Hunt is not an even it is an adventure using real “Horse 

Power” to match you whit’s against trophy elk that have won every conflict with a hunter that they have 

be trust into for their whole life. Can you change who walks away the victor ? Meeting a big bull elk on 

his terms, in the area he knows better than you do, but you haven’t showed him your bag of tricks 

yet?  Come and see who wins you will have a front row seat, and you will have earned being the victor 

and seeing him on your wall every morning for the rest of your life. This is not just a hunt, this is living 

the dream. 

 

ELK  

   We offer traditional horseback hunts from either of our two pack-in hunting camps as well as lodge 

type hunts in the Buffalo Valley , with a unchallenged  average a 75 – 90% success rate on our elk hunts.  

Some say it simply, “If you can shoot you are going home with a bull.” All hunts include an experienced 

guide, gentle nature mountain horses picked especially for you based on the info you provide us about 

your riding experience, hearty, home cooked meals and wall tent lodging in our pack in camps or more 

modern conveniences of staying in cabins offered with our lodge hunts. 

   We start archery hunting as early as September 5th and our rifle hunts begin September 20th and run 

through October 1st. This gives us the opportunity to hunt all the way through the elk rut and into the 

migration period which is when the big boys are the most vulnerable. This area has always been known 

as being a high density elk area and we want the odds on our side so we can place them on your side for 

expert calling, and techniques in pursuing big trophy bulls.  

The simple part about our hunt is the location. When you are hunting next to a protected area the mass 

of the animal as in elk density and the average age of the animals is increased. These two items along 

with traditional quality genes and more than adequate feed put us in the best place to see big bulls and 

you in the best place to take home a real wall hanger. 

With the additional age of course the bulls are much smarter than their younger and smaller 

counterparts else ware, but with 30 year of outfitting and guiding under my belt with a lot of it right 

here in this homey hole if I were playing poker I would say with us you draw 4 Aces! I don’t need to say 

any more than that. 

 



We have such a great area to hunt we want to show more hunters how successful we are in Quantity 

and Quality we are in our hunts. When you hunt with us you will see what I mean, not only what we 

have but will understand why it is so good and that is even better for long-range goals. We are providing 

these discounted prices to the first 4 hunters in each category. Don’t miss your chance to save 

over        $ 1000 for a hunt of a lifetime. 

 

                                    2 (hunters) on 1 (guide)         1 (hunter) on 1 (guide)  

                                                            Pack In Tent Camp Hunt for Elk 

Regular Pricing 
Ditch Creek:  area 81                  $4,500                                    $5,500                 
 
Discounted Pricing Below 
Ditch Creek:  area 81                 $3,795                                    $4,495                 
 
 
Regular Pricing 
Du Noir : area 67                        $6,500                                    $7,000    
              
Discounted Pricing Below 
Du Noir : area 67                        $4,795                                    $5,495                 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            Lodge Hunt for Elk 

Regular Pricing 
Lodge Hunt: area 70               $5,800                                     $6,000 
 
Discounted Pricing Below 
Lodge Hunt: area 70               $4,795                                     $5,495 
 

Second Species (Deer/bear)    $500                                        $500 

 

Second species is a good option because since you are already there then you may as well take 2. The 

area you are hunting above has a strong elk herd. Because of that Mule Deer and Black Bears also and 

we do get into then in the process of getting an elk down, or as with bear, after we get an elk down, 

leave with the elk and find a bear on the carcass the next day. You will have to have a deer and or bear 

license in your pocket at the time you shoot the bear. 

As far as deer it is very common to see them while hunting elk. As a rule elk like a particular habitat and 

deer like more of a brushy habitat. With that said there habitat and paths do cross all the time in the 

area that we hunt. On the average if when we see a buck he is a good one. 



We are hunting elk and deer appear, not that we are hunting deer unless two hunters fill on elk that 

have deer licenses in their pockets so two filled elk hunters can hunt deer with the one guide and hunt 

the brushy draws and other deer country  accessible from the camp. There are some honey holes that 

commonly hold big bucks depending on the weather. 

Our years of experience and networking with other outfitters have allowed us to provide many special 

hunts in unique hunting areas. We offer a number of hunting opportunities for the game animals listed 

below in the state of Wyoming. Also listed are the areas in which we hunt the corresponding game 

animal.  

We specialize in 7 day back country camp hunts as well as lodge hunts. 

Game Animal                        AREA 
ELK                                          67,68,70,81 
MOOSE                                   6,17 
MULE DEER                            E-128,148 / H-156 
 
BLACK BEAR                           22,23,29 
BISON                                      Free Range    
BIG HORN SHEEP                   4,5,7 
WOLF                                       6,8 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The summer beauty in this area and the unlimited packing that we can do makes these 

summer pack trips become the seed surrounded by great memories with friends and 

family. 

 

Our summer pack trips are focused around fishing, photography, horseback riding, 

wildlife viewing, or all of the above. We will cater the trip to your interests. Private or 

custom trips available we are permitted directly or indirectly across the state. This is a 

fantastic time of the year to be in the Rocky Mountains. New life is young, and scattered 

as the different animals are in the process of teaching the young how to survive and live 

another day against predators and later old man winter. We are able to view this like 

looking through a looking glass while riding carelessly on the backs of your sturdy 

mountains horse. The physical characteristics are somewhat variable, due to the disparate 

breeds that created the Rocky Mountain Horse. The Rocky Mountain Horse is known by 

enthusiasts for its hardiness and ability to withstand winters in the mountains. It is also 

praised for its good nature and affinity for humans. They quickly bond with humans and 

have the drive to please their rider. Caring loaded panyards one day and a rider the next 

day show the strength and versatility the breed possess and the nature of the horse to do 

whatever the wrangler or trainer wants him to do. caring two 75-100 pound panyards one 

on each side of the pack saddle make more than a heavy load but a bulky and awkward 

load to balance traveling the trails through the mountain scenery. The next day that same 

horse may be hauling a 220 pound rider up a steep hill on the summer pack trip and not 

slipping a bit in the rocky terrain. Time and experience has taught these great horses to 



know exactly where to place each foot for sure footing up the mountain. Whether it be for 

hauling gear or and riders these horses become strong legged and sure footed early on. In 

this breed the smooth riding is sometimes compared to that of the Cadillac smooth ride of 

a mule. 

 

 

An old cowboy that I knew,  Jim was his name, with his scrupled up straw hat that still 

had dust on it from the previous century was well known for his training of this mountain 

breed for working in the mountains.  In a conversation one after noon he enlightened me 

about the drive and the pride that this breed has to please their rider every minute of their 

ride.  

 

Jim pulled up the brim of his hat a bit so we could each see each other’s eye and said, 

“With these horses if he doesn’t do everything you wanted him to do, it must be your 

fault for not explaining it right!  

 

 

Pack Dates 

 

Custom pack trips-                                Jun 1- Sept 15 

Fall color photography-                        Sept 5- Sept 15   

Grizzly bear viewing-                          Mid August 

 

Pricing 

Per person, per day 

 

4 people- 4 day minimum -                       $245 per person 

Less than 4 people or less than 4 days -    $325 per person 

 
Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 

hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

